


Introduction 

The word fuck has livened many arguments and acts of
sexual intercourse throughout  history,  easily ranking as
the most celebrated, bleeped out, and dynamic of vulgar
words  in  existence.  It  can  be  used  as  a  verb,  noun,
adjective, interjection, adverb, and with some imagination
can  probably  work  out  for  other  types  of  grammar.  It
ranges  in  meaning  from having  phenomenally rigorous
sex,  to  showing sadness  and  dismay when life  doesn't
quite go your way. You can fuckup saying fuck yeah to a
person you fucked last year who you now refer to as a
fucking fucker. It really is a magical word. 
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History 

The  etymological  roots  of  fuck  are  unclear,  perhaps  due  to  its
vulgar associations, but the earliest written instance with a sexual
edge is believed to be from a court document dating to 1310 in
Chester, England. Several times the ancient papers refer to the man
as “Roger Fuckebythenavele” with the last name probably used as
a crude insult or description of what he was accused of doing. 

Otherwise the first  usage is attributed to a 15th century encoded
poem that when decrypted reads, “They are not in heaven, because
they fuck the women of Ely.” This was likely a secretive way to
accuse  church  abbots  of  uncouth  behavior.  It  wasn't  until  1598
however that FUCK actually appeared in a dictionary.

The English term is related to a number of foreign words such as
the Germanic  ficken, the Dutch fokken, the Norwegian fukka, and
the Swedish fock or focka, all meaning to have sexual intercourse,
penis, or to strike. 

There is some confusion with translators and book scanners that
mistaken the now defunct long s, or, ʃ, as an f. This causes “fuck”
to appear in the place of “suck” or “ʃuck.” The long s went out of
use in publications after the start of nineteenth century, and so this
translation error is less prevalent after then. 

In modern times fuck has become part of the common vernacular,
with a bleeping of a single character used to include it in audio
recordings.  A 1971 US Supreme Court  ruling made it  officially
legal  to  display the word in  public  in  accordance  with the  first
amendment.  It  is  part  of  many acronyms as well  such as WTF
(what  the  fuck?),  FUBAR  (fucked  up  beyond  all  recognition),



STFU (shut the fuck up), OMFG (oh my fucking god), and GTFO
(get  the  fuck  out).  The  remainder  of  this  dictionary  entertains
fuck's modern usage, exploring its grammar and various emotional
descriptions it so fucking accurately depicts.

Please note that the definitions used herein have been modified from
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/fuck under the “Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0

Unported (CC BY-SA 3.0)” and “GNU Free Documentation License.” They are
free for reuse and editing with the same attributions. 



fuck / fucks / fucking / fucked

1. To have sexual intercourse, to copulate. 
2. To insert one’s penis, a dildo, or other phallic object, into a 

specified orifice or cleft.
3. To put in an extremely difficult or impossible situation. 
4. To break; to destroy.
5. To defraud or otherwise treat badly. 
6. To play with; to tinker. 
7. Used to express great displeasure with someone or 

something.



fuck / fucks / fuckery

1. An act of sexual intercourse.
2. A sexual partner, especially a casual one.
3. A highly contemptible person. 
4. A thing of no value, a small amount. 



Adjective 

fucking

1. Used as an intensifier, typically to express dismay and anger.



Interjection 

fuck / fucking

1. Expressing dismay, discontent, or surprise. 



Adverb

fucking

1. Used as an intensifier.
2. Something that is not good.



There are many specific types of fucking.

1. Vanilla Fucking: Average fucking, without any kinky stuff.
2. Solo Fucking: Fucking yourself.
3. Clothed Fucking: Having sex with your clothes on.
4. Gender Fucking: To temporarily dress and/or act as a 

gender you do not typically associate with. 
5. Kinky Fucking: An unconventional or unique fucking, 

generally involving specific words or objects.
6. Shower Fucking: To fuck in the shower.
7. Exhibitionist Fucking: To fuck in public places.
8. Mind Fucking: To be confused and manipulated by words.
9. ...and so on.



Use fuck to express love and joy.



The variations of fuck can be used to show
anger and despair.



The sexual applications of fuck are many.



Insults

A nearly infinite number of insults can be formed with
fuck by combining various words together. Try using:

fuck you, fuckass, fuck up, fucknut, fuckhead, dumb
fucker, stupid fucking asshole, fucking wretch,

(animal) fucker, go fuck yourself, you're fucked up,
stupid fuck, fuck off, shut the fuck up, motherfucker, etc.



Infix

Fuck is great to insert into the middle of other words. 



It truly is a magical word. Remember that swearing is a
great way to reduce stress and say “fuck you” to those
repressing the integrity of your emotional language. 
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